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Abstract

Recent model-extraction attacks on Machine Learning as a
Service (MLaaS) systems have moved towards data-free ap-
proaches, showing the feasibility of stealing models trained
with difficult-to-access data. However, these attacks are inef-
fective or limited due to the low accuracy of extracted models
and the high number of queries to the models under attack.
The high query cost makes such techniques infeasible for on-
line MLaaS systems that charge per query.

We create a novel approach to get higher accuracy and
query efficiency than prior data-free model extraction tech-
niques. Specifically, we introduce a novel generator training
scheme that maximizes the disagreement loss between two
clone models that attempt to copy the model under attack.
This loss, combined with diversity loss and experience replay,
enables the generator to produce better instances to train the
clone models. Our evaluation on popular datasets CIFAR-10
and CIFAR-100 shows that our approach improves the final
model accuracy by up to 3.42% and 18.48% respectively. The
average number of queries required to achieve the accuracy of
the prior state of the art is reduced by up to 64.95%. We hope
this will promote future work on feasible data-free model ex-
traction and defenses against such attacks.

1 Introduction
Many deployed machine learning models are accessible via
a pay-per-query system (Tramèr et al. 2016). It is profitable
for an adversary to steal these models for either theft or re-
connaissance (Jagielski et al. 2020). For theft, the goal is
to avoid continued payment to the model owner by copying
the original model under attack, also known as the victim
model, into another model, referred to as a clone model. For
reconnaissance, the goal is to set up a base for further attacks
on a proprietary model or data. White-box attacks apply to
the clone model as a proxy to uncover the training data or
parameters of the victim model (Papernot et al. 2017; Shu-
mailov et al. 2021). Recent techniques propose model ex-
traction attacks, which attempt to copy victim model func-
tionality into a clone model via black-box queries to the vic-
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tim (Tramèr et al. 2016). These techniques expose possible
attacks so one can deploy defenses to protect the models.

Traditional model extraction techniques require some re-
lated data to query the victim model (Orekondy, Schiele,
and Fritz 2019). Recent techniques (Truong et al. 2021;
Kariyappa, Prakash, and Qureshi 2021) introduce data-free
model extraction, where no related training data is required
to steal models. Data-free approaches are more general and
practical because valuable models are often trained on pri-
vate data to which attackers have no access. Otherwise, at-
tackers could train their own model if the data was publicly
available. Data-free approaches address this challenge by
creating synthetic samples to query the victim model.

Data-Free Model Extraction (Truong et al. 2021), hence-
forth DFME, and MAZE (Kariyappa, Prakash, and Qureshi
2021) adapt techniques used in knowledge distillation (Fang
et al. 2019; Micaelli and Storkey 2019) to generate synthetic
data to train clone models for model extraction. They train
a generator to learn what samples maximize the difference
between the victim and the clone to create better samples to
learn from and use approximation techniques to estimate the
victim model’s hidden gradient. This gradient is then passed
to the generator to update its weights, so it will create better
samples for the clone model to copy the victim model. These
techniques are used in the soft-label setting, where the vic-
tim model returns the confidence values of all class labels
(i.e., softmax outputs).

The recent paper Data-Free Model Stealing (Sanyal, Ad-
depalli, and Babu 2022), henceforth DFMS, extends data-
free model extraction to the more practical and complex
hard-label setting, where the victim returns only the pre-
dicted class label instead of confidence values of all labels.
This paper achieves state-of-the-art performance in both the
hard-label and soft-label settings. They introduce a novel
GAN framework combined with pretraining on a generated
synthetic dataset to improve the clone’s final accuracy.

Despite the promises of data-free model extraction, ex-
isting approaches suffer from poor model accuracy. For ex-
ample, on the CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky, Hinton et al. 2009)
dataset with 100 classes, the clone models extracted by exist-
ing approaches only achieve an accuracy of 43.56% (Sanyal,
Addepalli, and Babu 2022) (Section 5.1).

In addition, these data-free model extraction techniques
require a large query budget because the generated sam-



ples do not provide as much learning signal to the clone
model compared to the actual training data. For example,
MAZE, DFME, and DFMS report their soft-label accura-
cies on CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky, Hinton et al. 2009) after 20
million queries. Querying the victim model 20 million times
could cost up to $100,000 (Tramèr et al. 2016), which de-
feats the purpose of model stealing.

To get better accuracy and query efficiency than current
model-extraction approaches, we propose a new method—
Disagreement-Guided Data-Free Model Extraction (Dis-
GUIDE1 ), utilizing a novel generator training scheme.
Specifically, we simultaneously train two clone models with
the same samples and introduce a disagreement loss between
the two clone models to force the generator to create sam-
ples where one or both of the clone models are wrong. If the
clones disagree with each other, both cannot match the vic-
tim’s prediction, so at least one of the clone models can learn
to better match the victim from the sample produced. In ad-
dition, we add the class diversity loss (Sanyal, Addepalli,
and Babu 2022) on top of our disagreement loss to further
promote the generator to create samples from all classes.
We also add an experience replay (Kariyappa, Prakash, and
Qureshi 2021) to reuse samples to improve the effective-
ness of generated samples. By using two clones with this
new joint-loss and experience replay, our approach achieves
a higher final accuracy of the extracted models with better
query efficiency.

This paper makes the following main contributions.

• We propose a new generator training approach that uses
two clone models trained from identical samples.

• We introduce a novel disagreement loss for generator
training, which enables data-free model extraction to
generate and learn from better instances on which the
clone models are likely to disagree with the victim.

• We create a new data-free model extraction approach
(DisGUIDE), which combines the new generator train-
ing, the disagreement loss with a diversity loss, and ex-
perience replay.

• Our evaluation shows that compared to state-of-the-art,
DisGUIDE improves the final model accuracy by 2.78%
and 3.42% on CIFAR-10 in the soft-label and hard-label
settings, respectively. On the more challenging CIFAR-
100 dataset, DisGUIDE improves the accuracy in the
hard-label setting by 18.48%. In addition, DisGUIDE re-
duces the number of queries required to match the ac-
curacy of existing techniques by 64.95% and 49.75% on
CIFAR-10 soft- and hard-label and 61.30% on CIFAR-
100 for hard-label.

2 Related Work
2.1 Data Free Model Extraction
Model extraction (Tramèr et al. 2016) is the task of steal-
ing a model’s functionality or other value-able information
such as the architecture and or learned parameters (Oliynyk,
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Mayer, and Rauber 2022). Some model extraction tech-
niques assume the victim model returns the confidence value
for a given input instance (Tramèr et al. 2016). Two meth-
ods build upon the techniques introduced in the knowl-
edge distillation domain by utilizing a generator to create
training samples for model extraction (Truong et al. 2021;
Kariyappa, Prakash, and Qureshi 2021). The key contribu-
tion of these papers is that they estimate the gradients from
the victim model using black-box gradient estimation meth-
ods (Ghadimi and Lan 2013; Duchi et al. 2012). However,
DFME and MAZE both require a large number of queries
(20M) to reach acceptable performance. DisGUIDE aims to
reduce this number of queries.

Unlike these two methods, DisGUIDE requires no queries
to the victim model to train the generator. DisGUIDE is the
first model extraction technique to train two different clone
models with identical training samples and the first to utilize
the standard deviation in the generator loss.
Hard-Label Setting: A simple defense against these model
extraction techniques is only returning the top-1 prediction
for each query. This results in no change in prediction accu-
racy for an MLaaS provider while preventing attack methods
relying on small changes in confidence values for close in-
put samples. To overcome this, DFMS proposed a method
where the generator training is entirely independent of the
victim. Instead, the generator is trained with the help of an
additional discriminator model to output data that is similar
to some proxy distribution. The generator is further trained
to maximize the distribution of labels, as judged by the clone
model. Contrary to DFMS, DisGUIDE requires no proxy
data and is completely data-free. In addition, we rely on a
novel loss and second clone model as opposed to a discrim-
inator model.
Model Extraction for Specific Scenarios: A few meth-
ods have been proposed for model extraction attacks under
specific circumstances. In the explainable-AI setting, an at-
tacker may use gradients from the explanation in order to
train a model with high accuracy (Miura, Hasegawa, and
Shibahara 2021). Another recent work (Li 2021) proposed
utilizing side channel information, should it be available. Fi-
nally, tabular data has been explicitly targeted with the help
of publicly known statistics (Tasumi et al. 2021).

2.2 Knowledge Distillation
Knowledge distillation (KD) is the task of distilling the
functionality of a larger model or ensemble of models into
a smaller one (Hinton et al. 2015). It assumes white-box
knowledge of the teacher model, while model extraction
treats the victim model as a black-box to which the clone
model has no access (Tramèr et al. 2016). Many techniques
have been developed for performing KD from a teacher
model with high accuracy using the dataset it was trained
on (Gou et al. 2021). However, the original training data
is not always available, so others have introduced data-free
KD techniques. Some of these techniques use the metadata
or intrinsic information from the teacher to create synthetic
samples to train on (Nayak et al. 2019; Lopes, Fenu, and
Starner 2017; Yin et al. 2020; Mopuri, Uppala, and Babu
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Figure 1: Complete overview of DisGUIDE training

2018). Other techniques utilize a GAN for training (Micaelli
and Storkey 2019; Fang et al. 2019; Chen et al. 2019).

A few recent KD papers have methods relying on an en-
semble of student networks. (Walawalkar, Shen, and Sav-
vides 2020) proposed a method for online model distillation,
where an ensemble of students learned from an ensemble of
teacher models. (Chang et al. 2022) distilled a single teacher
model into multiple students based on differing views for the
purpose of sentiment classification.

3 Approach
Figure 1 presents an overview of our new data-free model
extraction approach DisGUIDE, which consists of two
phases, (1) Generator Training and (2) Clone Training.
Given a black-box Victim model, an iterative process be-
tween the two phases produces two clone models, i.e., Clone
1 and Clone 2, in the middle. Our final extracted model could
be clone 1, clone 2, or some combination of these two mod-
els. In this paper, without loss of generality, DisGUIDE’s
output model is the ensemble of the pair of clone models,
where the model output is an equal weight soft-vote (i.e.,
element-wise sum of the softmax output) of the two clones.

The generator training uses the joint loss (the Generator
Loss box) from the disagreement and class diversity losses
to update the generator model to create better Samples (e.g.,
images for an image classification model) to query the vic-
tim model. These samples improve DisGUIDE’s query effi-
ciency and better train the two clone models for higher ac-
curacy. Then the clone training uses samples created by the
updated generator to query the victim model. It then uses the
samples and the victim’s output (e.g., Labels) along with an
Experience Replay (Kariyappa, Prakash, and Qureshi 2021)
(Section 3.2) to simultaneously train both clone models to
mimic the victim’s predictions. Experience replay reuses
samples to further train the clones without incurring new
queries to the victim. The red arrows in Figure 1 show this
query flow, while the blue arrows show the experience replay
flow. The clone training uses Clone Loss to update the clone
models to improve the clones’ prediction accuracy. These

updated clones are used in the next step of generator train-
ing. The process stops when the query budget is exhausted.
Intuition and Novelty: Different from existing model-
extraction techniques, which only use one clone model, Dis-
GUIDE uses two clone models. This design enables us to
create a new Disagreement Generator Loss (Section 3.1) by
leveraging differences between a pair of clone models (clone
1 and clone 2) to generate better samples, i.e., samples on
which the two clone models disagree. As explained in the In-
troduction, these samples are also samples on which at least
one clone model disagrees with the victim model, as it is im-
possible for both clones to match the victim while disagree-
ing with each other. Training the clone models with such
samples should help the clones to copy the victim. We com-
bine this loss with a Class Diversity loss (Sanyal, Addepalli,
and Babu 2022) to further improve the samples produced
by the generator. Since the two clone models are trained
using the exact same training samples, using two models
does not increase the query budget, and we instead lever-
age the variance of model training given the same training
samples (Pham et al. 2020; Qian et al. 2021). The variance
comes from both algorithms (such as random seeds) and
software implementations (such as parallelism and floating
point imprecision).

3.1 Generator Training
DisGUIDE’s generator is a generative deep learning model
that takes in random noise and produces new data samples
from a distribution. The generator loss (a joint disagreement
and class diversity loss) guides the generator to produce
samples that induce disagreement between the clone mod-
els and samples belonging to every class equally. Training
with these samples helps the clone models match the victim
model quicker. Specifically, in the forward pass, a batch of
random noise vectors (drawn from the latent space) is fed
into the generator to create new data samples. The predic-
tion output of the clone models is collected using these gen-
erated samples. The generator’s joint disagreement and class
diversity loss are then computed and used to update the gen-
erator’s weights in the backward pass.
Generator Training Loss: DisGUIDE utilizes a joint loss
of the disagreement loss and class diversity loss during gen-
erator training to guide the generator to create query sam-
ples that induce disagreement between clone models and
class diversity in their predictions. This, in turn, boosts
the clone training phase’s effectiveness and efficiency, en-
abling DisGUIDE to extract models with state-of-the-art ac-
curacy while requiring a smaller query budget. Equation 1
shows our joint loss function, which is the sum of our novel
disagreement loss LD and the class diversity loss Ldiv ,
weighted by λ.

LG = LD + λLdiv (1)

Disagreement Generator Loss: We propose a novel gen-
erator loss, the disagreement loss, that computes the differ-
ence between the predictions of a pair of clone models. This
loss can guide the generator to create query samples that in-
duce more significant differences in confidence values of the
clone models. Since the loss is computed based on the clone



models, no additional query budget is spent on the genera-
tor training. Intuitively, when the two clones disagree on a
sample, two cases can happen: 1) either one of the clones
matches the victim, and the sample will help the other clone
also learn on that sample, 2) or both of the clones fail to
match the victim (when both clones generate different wrong
predictions), and they can both learn from the sample. Our
proposed disagreement loss estimates this difference mathe-
matically by using the standard deviation of the clones out-
puts for each respective class and sample. In this work, we
focus on the two clone case, where the standard deviation
could be equivalently replaced by any ln norm. We formu-
late and implement the loss so it can be used for more than
two clones in Equation 2.

LD = − 1

NK

N∑
i=1

K∑
k=1

[S (A1ik, A2ik, . . . , Acik)] (2)

where S represents the standard deviation across clones.
Acik is the confidence value (i.e. softmax activation), that
clone c ≤ C produces, of sample instance i ≤ N belonging
to class k ≤ K. In this paper, C is two for two clones.
Class Diversity Loss: Following a prior paper (Sanyal, Ad-
depalli, and Babu 2022), DisGUIDE also uses the class di-
versity component in the loss to guide the generator to create
samples from a diverse set of classes. This was first intro-
duced in (Addepalli et al. 2020), where they used the loss
to prevent generated samples from being biased towards any
one class. Ideally, the goal of this class diversity loss is to
promote a diversity of classes predicted by the victim model.
However, this is not possible due to the victim’s black-box
nature. For this reason, the clone model is used as a proxy
for the class diversity loss. The diversity loss may require
a few training iterations to become meaningful. Equation 3
shows the definition of the diversity loss.

Ldiv =

K∑
k=1

ωklog(ωk) (3)

where ωk is the kth component of the mean confidence value
defined in Equation 4 with Acik explained above.

ωk =
1

CN

C∑
c=1

N∑
i=1

(Acik) (4)

3.2 Clone Training
DisGUIDE trains the clone models iteratively alongside the
generator in the extraction process. The clones are initial-
ized with different random weights sampled from an identi-
cal distribution. This difference in initialization is the only
source of randomness between the two models, aside from
randomness introduced by the low-level libraries (Pham
et al. 2020; Qian et al. 2021).

To start the clone training step, DisGUIDE collects a
batch of training data in the following two steps. First, the
generator creates a new batch of samples. Second, the victim
model is queried to obtain the labels for these query samples.
The labels are then used as the ground truth to train the clone
models. The red arrows in Figure 1 show the query flow.

For each training batch, we compute the clones’ predic-
tions and update their weights using a loss function appro-
priate for the tasks. This paper uses the cross-entropy loss
for the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 classification tasks.

In the soft-label setting, the cross-entropy loss is com-
puted between the softmax outputs of both the clones and the
victim model to enable faster learning. However, in the more
challenging hard-label setting, the loss is computed between
the softmax outputs of the clones and the victim model’s
one-hot outputs (i.e., without confidence values), which re-
duces the effectiveness of each training step. This clone
training phase updates the clones to more closely match the
victim on each batch of query samples with the goal to even-
tually update the clone to match the output of the victim
model as much as possible for the entire input space.
Experience Replay: Since querying new instances is costly
(with pay-per-query systems), we leverage experience re-
play (Lin 1992) to reuse existing instances to improve clone
model accuracy further. Researchers in the reinforcement
learning domain found that experience replay helps avoid
catastrophic forgetting (Kirkpatrick et al. 2017) and helps
use samples more efficiently (Fedus et al. 2020). To sup-
plement the clone training, we follow the experience re-
play algorithm from existing work (Kariyappa, Prakash, and
Qureshi 2021) with a similar performance boost. A circular
buffer of length s stores training samples as they are returned
from the queries to the victim model. Then, after each clone
training step, the clone models are trained with b batches
randomly sampled from the experience replay module. Fig-
ure 1 shows this replay procedure, where we store query
samples in the experience replay module and later sample
from this storage to perform additional clone training steps.

4 Experimental Setup
In this section, we describe the datasets, the model archi-
tecture choices, the extraction scenario assumptions, and the
settings to evaluate DisGUIDE in two different extraction
scenarios: the soft-label setting (where the victim model
returns the softmax predictions) and the hard-label setting
(where only the predicted class is returned).
Datasets, Victim, and Clone Architectures: Following
prior papers (Truong et al. 2021; Sanyal, Addepalli, and
Babu 2022), we evaluate DisGUIDE on the two widely-
used image classification datasets—CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-
100 (Krizhevsky, Hinton et al. 2009).

Following prior work (Fang et al. 2019), we evaluate the
effectiveness of DisGUIDE at extracting the functionality of
a ResNet-34 victim model into ResNet-18 clone models. We
use the provided ResNet-34 victim models with test accura-
cies of 95.54% and 77.52% on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100,
respectively. An exception is for the hard-label setting on
CIFAR-100, where we evaluate DisGUIDE with ResNet-18
as both the victim and the clone models for an apple-to-apple
comparison, as that is the exact setting of the only prior pa-
per (Sanyal, Addepalli, and Babu 2022) of hard-label model
extraction on CIFAR-100. Since the DFMS paper did not re-
lease the used ResNet-18 model, we had to train the ResNet-
18 victim model ourselves. Our training should be a faithful



Setting Technique CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
Query Budget Victim (%) Clone (%) Query Budget Victim (%) Clone (%)

Soft-label
DFME 20M 95.54 88.10 / / /
DFMS 20M 95.59 91.24 / / /
DisGUIDE 20M 95.54 94.02 ± 0.25 10M 77.52 69.47 ± 0.88

Hard-label DFMS 8M 95.59 84.51 10M 78.52 43.56
DisGUIDE 8M 95.54 87.93 ± 1.74 10M 77.70 62.04 ± 1.03

Table 1: Final clone accuracy comparison. Numbers from DFME and DFMS are reported accuracy from their papers. ‘/’
indicates that such numbers are not reported in the prior papers.

reproduction since the victim model has a test accuracy of
77.70% on CIFAR-100, which matches the reported accu-
racy in the paper very closely. We use the same generator as
DFME, which has three convolutional layers.

DisGUIDE Hyperparameters and Settings: We use the
same generator training hyperparameters as DFME: a batch
size of 256, Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of
1 × 10−4 and weight decay of 5 × 10−4. Similarly, we use
DFME’s hyperparameters for clone training: batch size of
256, SGD with an initial learning rate of 0.1, and the same
weight decay as above.

We start the extraction process with generator training
first. Then the mentioned iterative training process starts
by alternating between the clone training and the genera-
tor training. Within the iterative training process, there are
many options for the ratio of generator to clone training. We
choose the simplest setting of 1:1 by training the genera-
tor with one batch of samples, then training the clone from
one generated batch of samples. We then empirically select
the number of replay batches b to train the clone. We select
b = 3 as well as a replay buffer size s = 1M based on our
stability results in Section 5.3.

DFME utilizes a learning rate scheduler that multiplies
the learning rates by a factor of 0.3 at intervals specified by
fractions of the query budget: [10%, 30%, 50%]. In other
words, the learning rate is 1 initially and it is multiplied by
0.3 at 10% of the budget query, again at the 30% of the query
budget, and so on. Since DisGUIDE is more query efficient,
we set a lower initial learning rate of 0.3 and change it, also
by a factor of 0.3, at intervals specified by fractions [40%,
80%] of the query budget.

We empirically set the class diversity loss weight λ = 0.2
and λ = 0.04 for CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 experiments re-
spectively. We use the same values in both hard and soft la-
bel settings. The reduction by a factor of 5 from CIFAR-
10 to CIFAR-100 follows a prior paper (Sanyal, Addepalli,
and Babu 2022). Since a larger number of classes implies a
higher diversity loss, the lambda value should is reduced.

Finally, specific to the image domain, we follow findings
from a prior paper (Sanyal, Addepalli, and Babu 2022) to
transform a fraction of the images created by the generator
to grayscale as they found their synthetic dataset had better
class diversity when converted to grayscale. We empirically
select 1

8 of the generated samples to be set to grayscale. We
explore this further in Section 5.3.

Hardware and Software: We conduct our experiments on a
server with 48 CPU cores with 504 GB of RAM and 2080Ti
GPUs. Our code uses Pytorch 1.11 and CUDA 10.2.

5 Results
We evaluate DisGUIDE compared to the state-of-the-art
data-free model extraction approaches. In the soft-label set-
ting, we compare DisGUIDE to DFME and DFMS-SL.
In the hard-label setting, we only compare DisGUIDE to
DFMS-HL since the DFME paper did not evaluate DFME
in the hard-label setting.

5.1 Accuracy Comparison
We compare DisGUIDE’ final accuracy with the state-
of-the-art approaches (Sanyal, Addepalli, and Babu 2022;
Truong et al. 2021) on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets
in both the hard-label and soft-label settings. To have a fair
comparison, we use the same query budget as the DFME
and DFMS papers. Specifically, we use 20M and 8M for
CIFAR-10 in soft-label and hard-label settings, respectively,
and for CIFAR-100, we use 10M for all experiments. We
measure the accuracy of our clone models on the held-out
test sets following standard practice. After the query budget
is exhausted, we report the final soft-vote test accuracy of
the two clone ensemble (Section 3). The victim and clone
models are ResNet-34 and ResNet-18, respectively, for all
experiments except for CIFAR-100 hard label with ResNet-
18 for victim and clone models, all following prior papers
(Details in Section 4).

Table 1 shows the final clone accuracy (Col. Clone (%))
achieved by each technique given the query budget (Col.
Query Budget) and the victim accuracy (Col. Victim (%))
on the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets for the soft-label
and hard-label settings (Col. Setting). We repeat the exper-
iment for DisGUIDE five times and compare the mean ±
95% confidence interval of the final test accuracy with the
reported accuracies from the DFME and DFMS papers.

DisGUIDE outperforms by achieving accuracies of
94.02±0.25% and 87.93±1.74% in the soft- and hard-
label settings, respectively. These are improvements of
2.78±0.25% and 3.42±1.74% over the current best ap-
proach, DFMS, using the same query budgets.

We also evaluate DisGUIDE on a more complex dataset,
CIFAR-100, to understand how it expands to harder prob-
lems. Table 1 shows this result under the CIFAR-100 col-
umn. Since we are the first to evaluate a data-free model



Setting Technique CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
Clone (%) Reported DisGUIDE Clone (%) Reported DisGUIDE

Soft-label DFME 88.10 20M 3.13M ± 0.57M / / /
DFMS 91.24 20M 7.01M ± 1.30M / / /

Hard-label DFMS 84.51 8M 4.02M ± 1.43M 43.56 10M 3.87M ± 0.37M

Table 2: Mean number of victim queries to reach prior papers’ reported final accuracies. Lower is better. ‘/’ indicates that the
final accuracies are not reported in the prior papers, so it is not applicable for us to reach those accuracies.

extraction technique on CIFAR-100 in the soft-label setting,
we do not have a direct state-of-the-art technique to com-
pare. However, DisGUIDE achieves a promising final accu-
racy of 69.47±0.88% (89.62% of the victim’s accuracy).

In the hard-label setting on CIFAR-100, DisGUIDE
achieves a final accuracy of 62.04±1.03% and outperforms
DFMS by 18.48±1.03%. As discussed in Section 4, we use
the exact settings as the only prior paper (Sanyal, Addepalli,
and Babu 2022) of hard-label model extraction on CIFAR-
100. This means we use ResNet-18 as both the victim and
the clone models here. Since using the same clone architec-
ture as the victim is less realistic, we also use DisGUIDE to
extract from a ResNet-34 victim model to ResNet-18 clones.
In this less favorable setting, DisGUIDE still achieves a final
accuracy of 58.72 ± 2.42%.

Summary: On the CIFAR-10 dataset, DisGUIDE out-
performs the state-of-the-art data-free model extraction
techniques by 2.78±0.25% and 3.42±1.74% in accuracy
in the soft-label and hard-label settings respectively. On
the CIFAR-100 dataset, DisGUIDE achieves a promising
clone accuracy on the hard-label setting and outperforms
the state-of-the-art DFMS technique by 18.48±1.03%.

5.2 Query Efficiency
We compare the number of queries required to match the
final accuracies reported in prior papers (Truong et al. 2021;
Sanyal, Addepalli, and Babu 2022) on CIFAR-10 in the soft-
label and hard-label settings.

To study the query efficiency of our approach, we mea-
sure the minimum number of queries required to reach prior
papers’ reported accuracy. Table 2 shows the mean number
of victim queries that DisGUIDE requires (Col. DisGUIDE)
to reach prior papers’ clone accuracies (Col. Clone (%))
with the number of queries reported in prior papers (Col.
Reported) on the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets. We
repeat the experiment for DisGUIDE five times and report
the average ± 95% confidence interval of the number of re-
quired victim queries.

On CIFAR-10, DisGUIDE is significantly more efficient
than prior work. Specifically, in the soft-label setting, Dis-
GUIDE requires only 3.13±0.57M and 7.01±1.30M (ver-
sus a 20M budget) to match DFME’s and DFMS’s re-
ported accuracies, respectively, with a 20M query bud-
get (84.35±7.13% and 64.95±16.25% query reduction re-
spectively). Similarly, in the hard-label setting, our ap-
proach requires a smaller query budget than DFMS: Dis-
GUIDE requires 49.75±17.88% fewer queries (from 8M to
4.02±1.43M) to reach the final reported accuracy of DFMS.
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Figure 2: Visualizes the growth of the clone accuracy of Dis-
GUIDE (the blue line) and DFME (the orange line) on the
CIFAR-10 dataset in the soft-label setting.

On the more complex CIFAR-100 dataset, in the hard-
label setting, DisGUIDE is much more query efficient than
DFMS, i.e., DisGUIDE uses 61.30±3.70% fewer queries
(from 10M to 3.87±0.37M) to reach the final reported accu-
racy of DFMS. In the soft-label setting, since the final accu-
racies are not reported in the prior papers for the soft-label
setting, it is not applicable for us to analyze how efficient
DisGUIDE is in reaching those accuracies.

As shown in Figure 2, DisGUIDE improves the clone ac-
curacy very quickly, with a steep curve in the first 2 million
queries. In contrast, the DFME curve is much more shallow
and takes 6 million queries to reach a reasonable accuracy.
Because of this, DisGUIDE is able to reach DFME’s final
accuracy at the 3.13 million queries mark as the dashed lines
show, and DisGUIDE continues to improve and reaches a fi-
nal accuracy of 94.02%.

Summary: DisGUIDE is much more query efficient than
the state-of-the-art technique DFMS in both soft-label
and hard-label settings. Specifically, on CIFAR-10, Dis-
GUIDE requires 64.95% fewer queries (12.99 million
query reduction) in the soft-label setting and 49.75%
fewer queries in the hard-label setting. On the harder
CIFAR-100, DisGUIDE requires 61.30% fewer queries
in the hard-label setting.

5.3 DisGUIDE Stability
In this section, we study the stability of DisGUIDE with re-
gards to the hyperparameter settings of experience replay
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Figure 4: Impact of different replay frequency (b) on Dis-
GUIDE on CIFAR-10 dataset in the soft-label setting

size, sampling frequency, and the use of grayscaling on our
final accuracy. We use a query budget of 8M to save time.
Experience Replay Size: We study the impact of the replay
size s on the final accuracy. We measure the average final
accuracy over four runs for different replay sizes: [0.05M,
0.1M, 0.25M, 0.5M, 1M]. A replay size of 1M means that
we store a maximum of one million samples to be sampled
for further clone model training.

Figure 3 shows the final clone accuracy (%) with respect
to the replay size s for DisGUIDE on CIFAR-10 dataset in
the soft-label setting. The error bars show the 95% confi-
dence intervals. The results show that DisGUIDE is insensi-
tive to the replay size and a small replay size is sufficient for
DisGUIDE to perform well. However, given more storage
budget, DisGUIDE can achieve slightly better results. Thus,
we select a replay size of s = 1M as our default setting.
Frequency of Experience Replay Sampling: The fre-
quency of experience replay sampling affects both the ex-
tracted clones’ accuracy and the running time of DisGUIDE;
thus, choosing a good replay sampling frequency is essen-
tial. A sampling frequency of three means that we randomly
sample three batches from the replay per training loop (Sec-
tion 3.2). The higher the frequency, the more samples we
use from the experience replay, thus potentially higher clone
accuracy and longer training time. We study the impact of
replay sampling frequency by experimenting with different
b values (i.e., the number of batches sampled from the ex-
perience replay module in each training loop). We perform
the study with values of b: from 1 to 5. Figure 4 shows the

Setting Grayscale Clone (%)

Soft-label ✗ 93.25 ± 0.15%
✓ 93.36 ± 0.16%

Hard-label ✗ 85.54 ± 2.47%
✓ 87.93 ± 1.74%

Table 3: Impact of grayscaling on DisGUIDE on CIFAR-10

final test accuracy of the clone (blue line) and the runtime
(orange line in hours) with respect to the Replay Frequency
b for DisGUIDE on the CIFAR-10 dataset with soft-labels.

The results show that higher replay sampling frequency
results in more accurate clones at the cost of higher compute
time. Specifically, when b = 5, DisGUIDE achieves the best
accuracy of 93.74% at the cost of 15.2 hours. However, com-
pared to b = 3 this improvement of 0.38% is at the cost of
almost 4 hours, or a 36% increase in the run time. This re-
sult prompts us to select b = 3 with the overall best trade-off
between running time and final accuracy.

Grayscale: We investigate the impact of our design choice
to convert a fraction of the generated images to grayscale.
Table 3 shows the final clone accuracy (Col. Clone (%))
of DisGUIDE with (✓) or without (✗) grayscaling (Col.
Grayscale) in both soft-label and hard-label settings (Col.
Setting) on the CIFAR-10 dataset. Results show that Dis-
GUIDE is not too sensitive to grayscaling in the soft-label
setting. However, our hard-label results see an accuracy
boost of 2.39% from grayscaling. This matches the findings
from prior paper (Sanyal, Addepalli, and Babu 2022) as they
found their synthetic dataset had better class diversity when
converted to grayscale in the hard-label settings.

Generator Sample Quality: Samples generated by our
method do not visually represent anything close to the vic-
tim’s training distribution. Some example images are in the
appendix in Figure 1. The generated samples need only pro-
vide useful training signals for the clone models to match
the victim model.

6 Conclusion, Limitations, and Future Work
We introduce a new data-free model extraction algorithm
DisGUIDE that significantly improves the accuracy of
model extraction and reduces the number of queries required
to reach the accuracies of prior techniques.

While we evaluate our approach on two tasks, CIFAR-
10 and CIFAR-100, future work is needed to extract models
for more complex problem domains. While it did not hap-
pen during our experiments, DisGUIDE could theoretically
get stuck in local minima, as models could agree on incor-
rect predictions completely. A possible solution is to retrain,
given the training non-determinism.

We expect our approach to be generally applicable and
that it can be extended to ensembles of more than two mod-
els. Most importantly, we hope this research into data-free
model extraction techniques highlights the vulnerabilities
of current systems and will promote future work into safe-
guards against these possible attacks.



A Appendix
A.1 Generator Produced Images
The DisGUIDE generator is trained to maximize the dis-
agreement between student models as well as the class di-
versity of generated samples. Figure 5 shows images gen-
erated by a DisGUIDE generator at the end of a CIFAR-10
soft-label training run. The images are shown to satisfy the
reader’s curiosity.

Figure 5: Images generated by a DisGUIDE generator at the
end of training. Model was taken from a CIFAR-10 soft-
label run after 20M queries.

A.2 Transform
When training a machine learning model, it is common to
do some preprocessing of the training dataset, such as nor-
malizing pixel values based on the training distribution. In a
MLaaS setting, a client sends data to the provider who then
does the same preprocessing on the input features before us-
ing the result as input for their trained model. The prepro-
cessing step is not known to the client and should thus be
handled with care.

Table 4 compares the results of the method with and with-
out knowledge of the transformation on CIFAR-10 in the
soft-label setting with a query budget of 8M queries. In the

Attacker Knowledge Victim (%) Clone(%)
None 95.54 93.36 ± 0.16
Input Transform 95.54 93.45 ± 0.23

Table 4: Effect of knowing input transform on DisGUIDE.
Results on CIFAR-10 in soft-label setting with a query bud-
get of 8M.

rest of the paper, the reported results of DisGUIDE all as-
sume the attacker does not have access to the image normal-
ization transform of the service provider.

A.3 Process Overview
Algorithm 1 contains pseudocode for a possible implemen-
tation of the DisGUIDE algorithm. It is given here to sup-
plement the readers understanding of the method. The full
codebase will be open sourced on acceptance and is avail-
able to the reviewer.

A.4 Final vs Maximum Achieved Accuracy
In the data-free model extraction setting, there is no con-
cept of a validation or test set for the attacker. Future work
may find ways to select at what point in training the stu-
dent model is best. Until then, the reported metrics should
be mean final values.

In this work, reported values are the mean final model ac-
curacies over multiple runs. Table 5 displays the same mod-
els as table 1 in the main portion of the paper. There is an
extra column (Max Clone(%)) which gives the mean maxi-
mum accuracy reached across the runs for both CIFAR-10
and CIFAR-100.

For all experiments, the mean maximum achieved accu-
racy was within the 95% confidence interval of the final ac-

Algorithm 1: DisGUIDE: Full Algorithm
Input: Victim V
Parameter: g-iter, d-iter, rep-iter
Output: Clone models

Initialize 2 clone models
Initialize empty experience replay
for i=1 to g-iter do

Generate features
Get clone models predictions
Compute disagreement and diversity loss
Update generator weights based on loss

end for
for i=1 to d-iter do

Generate features
Query victim for labels
Update experience replay with features and labels
for j=1 to 2 do

Query clone j for predictions
Compute clone j loss based on predictions and labels
Update clone j weights based on loss

end for
end for
for i=1 to rep-iter do

Randomly select a batch of (feature, label) pairs
for j=1 to 2 do

Query clone j for predictions
Compute clone j loss based on predictions and labels
Update clone j weights based on loss

end for
end for
return clone models



Setting CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
Budget Victim (%) Clone (%) Max Clone (%) Budget Victim (%) Clone (%) Max Clone (%)

Soft-label 20M 95.54 94.02± 0.25 94.26 ± 0.20 10M 77.52 69.47± 0.88 69.83 ± 1.01

Hard-label 8M 95.54 87.93± 1.74 88.94 ± 0.92 10M 77.70 62.04± 1.03 62.52 ± 0.91

Table 5: Comparison of final accuracies at the end of training and the maximum achieved accuracies for DisGUIDE on CIFAR-
10 and CIFAR-100 in soft- and hard-label settings.

Setting CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
Budget Victim (%) Soft Vote (%) Individual (%) Budget Victim (%) Soft Vote (%) Individual (%)

Soft-label 20M 95.54 94.02± 0.25 93.95 ± 0.15 10M 77.52 69.47± 0.88 68.84 ± 0.54

Hard-label 8M 95.54 87.93± 1.74 87.33 ± 0.98 10M 77.70 62.04± 1.03 60.55 ± 0.54

Table 6: Comparison of model soft vote accuracies with individual model accuracies.

curacy reached. The only set of runs where the maximum
was more than 0.5% above the final accuracy was CIFAR-
10 in the hard-label setting.

A.5 Soft Vote vs Individual Models
The DisGUIDE method outputs two separate clone models.
In some instances, an attacker may prefer an individual clone
model as output. Table 6 illustrates the difference between
the soft vote accuracies and individual model accuracies un-
der differing conditions. The soft-vote accuracy is generally
slightly higher, as to be expected. The mean individual ac-
curacy is within the 95% confidence interval of the soft vote
accuracy for all conditions, with exception of CIFAR100 in
the hard-label setting.
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